AFTER THE WORKSHOP....
Next Steps for your Flip

✓ Work with your flip buddy on your lesson plan!

✓ Use your draft LOs and rewrite them (if they are too fuzzy (“know how to…”, “understand” or there are too many).

✓ Align individual/group activities and LOs.
Start Small

• Select the most common stumbling blocks in your course and start there?

• Create a carefully planned pre-class, in-class and post-class sequence of activities that build on each other and are tied to LOs
Campus resources

- Center for Faculty Development
  - Faculty Development Lab (software and tools)
- eCampus
  - Summer’18 Workshops: Camtasia (Getting Started, Converting your PP into Lecture Video), Teaching with Clickers, Using Canvas for Collaboration, How to use your YouTube channel
- Instructional Designers
- FLC: Ravisha.Mathur@sjsu.edu
- Campus FLC integration
Collaboration resources

- Shared documents (Google docs, sheets, forms)
- Video-conferencing (Google hang-outs, Zoom)
- Shared Cloud – Dropbox
- Campus LM system
- Others ???
Deliverables

• By July 20th, send me a detailed lesson plan, guided practice, and reflection.

• See the advanced guided practice for details.

• This should be uploaded to Do the Flip, google drive link (sent after the workshop) or to Ravisha directly.
Next…

- Complete the evaluation…
- Flipped faculty colleagues…